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One of the most eagerly awaited fashion
stores in the region, Bloomingdale's,
hosted its opening event yesterday at the

360 MALL, Kuwait's luxury retail destination. The
momentous occasion was a stunning and fun-
filled affair 'Like No Other'. HH Sheikh Ahmad Bin
Abdulla Al-Sabah; the Honorable Lawrence
Robert Silverman, the Ambassador of the United
States to Kuwait and Mattar Al-Tayer joined
Khalid Al Tayer, CEO - Retail, Al-Tayer Group to
inaugurate the second international
Bloomingdale's store, which is part of a strategic
partnership between Al-Tayer Group LLC and
Macy's, Inc.

Over 500 VIP guests and dignitaries attended
the launch which commenced with a ribbon cut-
ting ceremony led by Khalid Al-Tayer outside the
store's VIP entrance. Guests were entertained by
traditional Kuwaiti folk dancers, with the buzz
continuing inside across all three-levels. Activities
representing the five New York boroughs were
brought to life through interactive vignettes and
iconic landmarks. The Ground Level featured a
replica of the popular Queens Unisphere where
customers were treated to nail art sessions; the
Manhattan Times Square and Little Italy

vignettes located on the Mezzanine Level
enthralled guests with freshly baked pizzas and
live social media feeds.  On Level One guests
were served up cotton candy and popcorn at
Coney Island.

Models showcased the latest Spring/Summer
trends while 'Wall Street bankers' and break-
dancers transformed the store's interiors to the
sidewalks of New York City, performing cleverly
choreographed dance routines. Urban street
artists created stunning graffiti pieces while
engaging onlookers to help create master pieces.
The contemporary scene was complete with a
life-sized adult coloring wall featuring New York
and Kuwait skylines, and "TV heads" which had
guests grooving to the beats while their faces
appeared live on the screens.

The most famous store in the world is often
described more as a lifestyle than as a store. With
the new Bloomingdale's store opening in Kuwait,
shoppers in the region will now have the luxury
of a rich choice of offerings across various cate-
gories of merchandise. This season,
#bLikeNoOther and discover the entire
Spring/Summer 2017 collections now available
in store.

Bloomingdale's gives Kuwait a bite of the 'Big Apple'

Japan's cherry blossom season kicks off
boozy parties across the country and
draws tourists from far and wide, but the

annual coming-of-spring ritual isn't official
until inspectors like Hisato Nishii sign off on it.
Over the past few weeks, local weather offices
have been sending civil servants like Nishii
out to so-called barometer trees that signal
when sakura -- cherry blossom in Japanese-
have bloomed. 

It's no small matter. Millions of Japanese
celebrate the explosion of white and pink
flowers heralding the change of season, with
the Tokyo area expected to hit full bloom this
week. Parks are full, restaurants are packed,
and companies get in on the action with
sakura-branded merchandise, from pink beer
cans to flower-motif candy.

The festivities come at a time when Japan
kicks off a new business year, many university
graduates start their first full-time jobs, and
older colleagues shift into new positions. The
very short season-full blooms only last about
a week before the petals start falling off trees-
has long been cast as a symbol of the fragility
of life in Japanese art and literature.

"Sakura have soaked into Japanese peo-

ple's minds because they come at a time
when many are starting a new chapter in
their life," Nishii said, as he inspected a
barometer tree in Mito city, about 100 kilo-
meters northeast of Tokyo. "They capture
people's hearts because they bloom only for
a short period of time."

'We drink because it's spring' 
Blooms in a particular area-they start as

early as March in southern Kyushu and as late
as May in northernmost Hokkaido-are official
when a half dozen or more flowers blossom
on a barometer tree. Inspectors initially come
once a day, but once the buds start swelling
up, the visits increase to twice daily, Nishii
said. The location of a sample tree is a tightly
guarded secret to prevent pranks.

"We carefully observe them so as not to
miss any open buds and once we confirm it,
we officially announce the blossom season's
start," he said. The Japan Meteorological
Agency has been monitoring cherry blossoms
since 1953, but timing the blooms is still far
from an exact science.  A big rainfall can wash
out the delicate flowers while a cold weather
snap sometimes delays their appearance. 

It's a nail-biting experience for some,
including many tourists who book travel
around the expected times for a full bloom
when trees are covered in a blanket of flowers.
Parks in Tokyo have already been filling up as
friends, families and colleagues stake out
choice spots, laying plastic tarps on the grass
as they start hours-long parties under the
pretty-in-pink trees.

Yusuke Kinoshita was one of thousands
of locals and tourists who gathered in Ueno
Park, one of the capital's most popular saku-
ra viewing spots, even before the blooms
started.

"I've been drinking since 10 this morning,"
the 39-year-old hotel worker said one recent
weekday afternoon after his shift, noting that
his boss would be joining the boozy party lat-
er on. "It's the Japanese way for the most jun-
ior colleagues to stake out a spot and get the
party going once the boss comes. "We drink
because it's sakura season," he added. "We
drink because it's spring." — AFP 

This picture taken on March 30, 2017 shows visitors looking at pictures
they have taken of cherry blossoms in a park in Tokyo. 

Women take a selfie with cherry blossoms in a park in Tokyo.

A group of colleagues raising their glasses for a toast as they picnic under cherry trees.

A man taking pictures of cherry blossoms. — AFP photos Cherry blossoms in Tokyo

Japan counts down to
cherry blossom fever


